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Abstract:
We study the effect of increased democracy on innovation using novel provincial panel data
on political pluralism in China from 1980 to 2012. We find higher diversity and more
noncommunist members in the provincial congresses positively affect innovation. An
instrumental variable approach using the 1965 (precultural revolution) provincial congress
compositions confirms our results. Consistent with Acemoglu and Robinson’s (2012)
proposition that more ‘inclusive’ political institution leads to less extractive economic
institution, we find provinces with higher congress diversity and noncommunist members tend
to have higher R&D expenditure, earlier initiative to attract highly skilled emigrants, and
earlier patent promotion policies. To establish causality, we examine the staggered adoption
of secret ballot voting method in provincial congresses and an intracommunist party
democracy experiment at county level to reform the tenure system of party congress. Finally
we find crackdowns on corruption among holders of high political offices in a province
positively affect subsequent innovations. Overall, our results suggest in a single party
authoritarian country like China, a little bit more democracy could have significant impact on
innovation
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